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ABSTRACT This paper presents our study on a W band imaging system consisting of a linear sparse
periodic antenna array (SPA)with only 10 transmitting (Tx) and 10 receiving (Rx) elements in simulation and
experiment for the purpose of personnel screening. We have devised a simplified and low cost experimental
set-up using only 1 Tx and 1 Rx channels located on two scanning tracks separated by a distance to verify
the proposed multi-static array imaging scheme. The simulation has taken account of the effects of track
separation and measured antenna patterns. The simulation and experiment correlate quite well, indicating
a resolution of about 7 mm at 1.3 m distance. Furthermore, based on the experimental data, we have
investigated the compressive sensing (CS) image reconstruction as an approach for further reducing the
sampling points in such a multi-static array imaging system. It is shown that using a discrete SPA-CS
imaging algorithm, the images can be successfully reconstructed with the data as few as 30% of that used
in the traditional holographic/synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging algorithm. Therefore, the CS image
reconstruction is proved to be feasible for building a low-cost and fast millimeter wave imaging system.
INDEX TERMS Sparse periodic antenna array (SPA), holographic/synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging,
compressive sensing (CS).
I. INTRODUCTION
There are demands for millimeter wave (MMW) personnel
screening systems for detecting concealed threats like hand-
guns, knives and explosive devices in public areas, such as
airports and train stations. Therefore, it requires the imaging
system to have high resolution for correct identification and
fast imaging rate for checking a large flow of people. In addi-
tion, the cost of the MMW imaging system should be low for
a wide deployment.
In contrast to a passive imaging system that relies on
temperature and/or emissivity contrast to form images at a
fast rate [1]–[5], an active imaging system transmits MMW
signals and collects the reflected signals from the target to
construct high quality images by using various advanced
imaging algorithms [6]–[13]. However, the current active
imaging products in the commercial market still mainly
work at lower millimeter wave band because of availabil-
ity of the matured and low-cost electronic components [6].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zhao Zhang .
For example, the Pro Vision in L3-Safe View licensed by
the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory(PNNL) operates
within the 24.25∼30 GHz band, incorporating two vertical
linear antenna arrays with 384 antenna elements in each
array [7]. In addition to the high cost due to using a large
number of antenna elements and back-end channels, these
active imaging systems also suffer poor resolution. Therefore,
it is desirable to develop a W band or even higher band
MMW imaging system for improved resolution. However,
the imaging systems at these higher frequencies are mostly
the prototypes in the lab, not commercial products due to
high building cost. For example, it needs 1001 elements
for a uniform array to scan a 1.5 m height at 100 GHz
with an element/sampling spacing of half wavelength. There-
fore, the sparse antenna array also known as the multiple-
input-multiple-output (MIMO) array has been proposed to
reduce the number of elements and channels [8]–[13]. The
sparse multi-static linear array proposed by the Pacific North-
west National Laboratory that Tx and Rx arrays separate
into two lines does not make full use of the array ele-
ments, so the number is still too much [7], [8]. Similarly
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in the planar multi-static sparse array in which 736 Tx and
736 Rx have been used to achieve an array aperture of
around 50 cm × 50 cm, the lateral resolution is about 2.0 mm
because the operating frequency band is 72∼80 GHz and the
target distance is 0.5 m [9]. Simultaneously, another sparse
array named linear sparse periodic antenna array (SPA) have
been proposed particularly for the personnel screening sys-
tems [10]–[13]. And there are different schemes to achieve
2D scanning when using a linear SPA. One example is to use
the rotation of a quasi-optic mirror to scan along the vertical
direction in a horizontal linear SPA imaging system with
4 Tx and 16 Rx elements operating at 340 GHz [10], [11].
The anticipated theoretical resolution is 14 mm at a target
distance of 3 m, but the images constructed in experiment
show the much poorer resolution. This is due to not only a
short array length (small aperture) being used, but also the
quasi-optical scanning scheme (data sampling method) not
receiving reflected signals well when the incident beams have
an obvious tilted angle onto the target surface during the
scanning. In contrast, the imaging system that scans along
the vertical direction by moving mechanically the horizontal
linear SPA has achieved better image quality at a short target
distance of around 0.5 m when operating in the frequency
band of 2.8∼19.5 GHz [12] or 0.6 m when operating in
the frequency band of 75∼90 GHz [13], respectively. Thus,
we have adopted this kind of imaging scheme with a moving
linear SPA operating at theW band in this study as a trade-off
between the image resolution and system cost.
The compressive sensing theory has indicated an unknown
sparse signal can be exactly recovered with far fewer sam-
ples or measurements than traditionally required [14], [15].
It can help to either reduce the cost by adopting fewer chan-
nels or increase the frame rate by sampling fewer samples,
so this CS technique has been successfully applied to many
imaging applications including radar imaging [16], [17], THz
imaging [18]–[20], MMW holography [21]–[23], microwave
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging [24]–[27], ISAR
imaging [28] and MMW phase array imaging [29]. However,
the experimental work on the MMW/THz imaging system
using CS reconstruction is rather limited since the random
sampling in CS theory is complicated to be implemented
in practice. The earliest proof-of-concept test of CS MMW
imaging was conducted in a single pixel 100 GHz imaging
system that uses either a random pattern to partially allow the
beam to be transmitted [18] or a raster scan moved along a
under sampling pattern [19]. Alternatively, the CS imaging
experiments can be carried out by using an under sampling
pattern or a randommask matrix consisting of zero and one to
choose part of the fully measured data obtained by the raster
scanning with one single Tx/Rx pair [20]–[23]. Nevertheless,
these studies are based on the monostatic scenario and that
the sampling or scanning with single Tx/Rx pair is simple
in the experiments. However, the MIMO/SPA is a multi-
static scenario where the exact positions of Tx and Rx should
be used for a much more complicated image reconstruc-
tion. Therefore, we have not only firstly investigated the CS
FIGURE 1. Imaging scheme with SPA for horizontal scanning.
FIGURE 2. Sparse periodic antenna array set-up and effective aperture.
application in the multi-static array imaging scheme and
accordingly proposed the discrete SPA-CS model for the
image reconstruction, but also devised a simplified experi-
mental system to successfully verify the imaging model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the proposed W band SPA imaging scheme for
the personnel screening and proposes the discrete SPA-
CS imaging model for such a multi-static array imaging
system. Section III discusses the result reconstructed by
the traditional holographic/SAR imaging algorithm based
on the simulated and experimental data of imaging a test-
ing target and compares it with the CS reconstruction
method using the experimental data. Section IV concludes
this work.
II. PROPOSED W BAND SPA IMAGING SCHEME WITH CS
A. PROPOSED W BAND IMAGING SCHEME WITH SPA
The scanning scheme used in this paper has been illustrated in
Fig. 1. Tx array elements in a linear sparse periodic antenna
array are sequentially switched on for electronic scanning
along the horizontal direction. After recording the echo data
between each Tx-Rx combinations, the array moves to the
next vertical sampling point to repeat the previous process
until the full 2D aperture data are obtained for the image
reconstruction. The SPA properly configured in the scheme
[30] can work equivalently to a uniform dense array that
has a longer array aperture length Ld = dt · Nt · Nr as shown
in Fig. 2, Nt and Nr are the number of transmitting and
receiving array elements, so it can achieve a higher resolution
with relatively fewer elements.
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B. CS IMAGING WITH THE LINEAR SPA
The compressive sampling process can be described as a
matrix form as shown in equation (1). A unknown signal
XN×1, if it is not sparse, generally can be represented as a
sparse form SXN×1 in another domain by a determined sparse
basis function 9M×N that are related to fast Fourier trans-
form(FFT), discrete cosine transform(DCT), discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) or more advanced dictionary learning [31],
this process is named sparse representation or coding. Then it
can be projected onto a low dimension measurement domain
by a determined observation matrix 8M×N wherein M is
much less than N. If the 8M×N satisfies Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP), the unknown SXN×1 can be recovered from
a small amount of measurements YM×1 by a suitable recon-
struction algorithm, so then the unknown signal XN×1 can be
exactly reconstructed by multiplying a 9−1N×N . The RIP can
also be interpreted as a simple way that observation matrix









However, the RIP that implies a random sampling process
has a challenge in practical application, so this was originally
demonstrated by using either plenty of random patters on a
planar screen to mimic the random sampling or a maskmatrix
to select part samples from the full data [18], [19], [22].
Therefore, in order to simplify the verification, we have also
used a matrix mask consisting of only 0 and 1 to partly select
data from the full S parameters recorded by the SPA. How-
ever, this selection could be implemented into the sampling
process in the future to further reduce the data acquisition
time once the feasibility of the CS reconstruction has been
demonstrated and this mask is known.
In this active multi-static SPA imaging system, the echo
data/S parameter of pth transmitter and qth receiver at wth
mechanical position is the superposition of target reflectivity
function g(x, y, z) multiplied by the roundtrip phase, calcu-
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According to equation (2), a discrete version of s(Txp,w,
Rxq,w) can be represented as equation (3). It is supposed that
the target plane reflectivity function g(x, y, z) is discretized as
aM×N grids and the fully sampled S parameters by the SPA
has the NtNr × W sampling positions wherein it is already
under-sampled when the NtNrW is less than MN. In order to
utilize the standard 1D CS reconstruction algorithm, the dis-
crete multi-static SPA imaging model in equation (3) should
be firstly modified by reshaping the 2D S parameters matrix
and reflectivity function matrix into long 1D column vectors,
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(5)
Afterwards, in order to solve the CS equations, the discrete
multi-static SPA-CS imagingmodel as general matrix form in
equation (1) could be derived as illustrated in equation (6).
yV×1 = A. ∗ SNtNrW×1
= A. ∗ (HNtNrW×MNgMN×1)
= [A. ∗ (HNtNrW×MN91MN×MN )]V×MN
×(9MN×MNgMN×1)
= 2V×MNSgMN×1 (6)
where ·∗ represents element-wise multiplication. Binary
mask A is a sampling matrix that only contains 1 (sampled)
and 0 (ignored), which makes each row of matrix H
active or inactive, so y is a vector sampling the number of V of
the S parameters recorded by this SPA imaging system.When
V is less than NtNrW, the sampling data has been further
reduced.
Regarding the reconstruction algorithm, they are usually
categorized into the convex optimization algorithms such as
basis pursuit (BP) and the greedy algorithms like orthog-
onal matching pursuit (OMP) [14], [32]. As for the large
matrixes in this paper that demand for plenty of computer
resource, we have obtained the reconstruction result through
the SPGL1 algorithm that suits for the large-scale sparse
reconstruction [32]. What we have used is to minimize the
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FIGURE 3. Schematic of the SPA experimental imaging system.
l1 norm of the sparse form of target reflectivity function
subjected to the condition as shown in equation (7) where the
σ is the tolerance between the solution and measured data.
minimize ‖Sg‖1 subject to ‖2Sg− y‖2 < σ (7)
III. SIMULATION STUDY AND THE PROOF OF CONCEPT
TEST
In order to verify the proposed imaging scheme experimen-
tally, thus, we have conducted the proof-of-concept experi-
ments with a simplified 94 GHz imaging system using 1 Tx
and 1 Rx whose schematic is shown in Fig. 3. Consequently,
the whole set-up in the lab is photographed in Fig. 4(a).
In order to realize the linear SPA, two THz mixer heads
highlighted in blue in the Fig. 3 are mounted on two linear
horizontal scanning stages separated by a gap as shown in
Fig. 4(b), moving to each Tx and Rx element positions in the
SPA. In addition, the testing target is mounted on the NSI
2000 scanning head, moving vertically, as shown in Fig. 4(c),
which inversely imitates a relatively mechanical scanning of
FIGURE 4. Photographs of the experimental set-up (a) whole view of the
system, (b) closer view of the horizontal linear scanning stages and (c) the
testing target: a rectangular metal plate (145×120×5 mm3) with 10 holes.
FIGURE 5. Positions of three configurations in simulation.
TABLE 1. Practical resolutions calculated by equation (8) (units: mm).
the array to a fixed target. In order to simplify the study,
the testing target in this preliminary stage is a rectangular
metal plate (145×120×5mm3) without any dielectric, having
a number of holes (diameters of 6 cylinder holes are 6 mm
and 7 mm; top and bottom diameters of 4 screw holes are
5 mm and 8 mm). It is worth to mention that the effect of the
vertical gap between Tx and Rx elements is found not to be
significant, but it is still desired to keep it as small as possible
to guarantee its performance) [33]. Therefore, the minimum
gap of 192 mm for the smooth scanning movement of Tx and
Rx mixers heads has been chosen. This experimental setup
only uses one Tx and one Rx channel to imitate Tx and Rx
arrays, respectively. This approach not only avoids using a
large number of real channels in high cost, but also eliminates
the phase calibration issue in the experiment.
A. COMPARISON OF IMAGING IN SIMULATION AND
EXPERIMENT
Firstly, we have investigated the image reconstruction using
the traditional holographic/SAR imaging algorithm on three
configurations as illustrated in Fig. 5 and the parameters are
listed in TABLE 1. Both configurations 1 and 2 have 10 Tx
elements and 10 Rx elements, but with different Tx element
spacing, so the effective length of configuration 2 is twice as
long as configuration 1. In contrast, we keep the Tx element
spacing in configuration 1 and 3 same but double the number
of Rx elements in configuration 3, so the effective length is
doubled as well, same as configuration 2. Besides, we made
the last left-side Tx element denoted by letterA as a reference
whose positions in three configurations are same.Meanwhile,
the target has been placed slightly to the left side, closing
to the referenced Tx element to assure a good illumination
and the corrugated horns utilized in the experiments have
a measured peak gain of about 17.19 dB and a HPBW at
H plane of about 13◦. Therefore, the practical resolution
taking account of this narrow beam-width can be calculated
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FIGURE 6. Comparison between the measured H plane pattern of the
horns used in the experiments and the simulated pattern in the
configurations study (f = 94 GHz).
FIGURE 7. Reconstructed images of the configuration 1 in Table 1:
(a) simulated and (b) measured.
FIGURE 8. Reconstructed images of the configuration 2 in Table 1:
(a) simulated and (b) measured.






wherein θb = 2 tan−1 (Lt/(2D)) is the angle subtended by the
scanning aperture.
Consequently, the simulations were conducted in the com-
mercial software of FEKOTM by using a horn with a similar
HPBW at H plane in comparison with the experiments. So the
simulated pattern of the horns used in the imaging simulation
and the measured H plane pattern of the horns used in the
experiments are shown in Fig. 6 in which the operation fre-
quency is 94 GHz. The images based on the simulated and
measured data have been compared in (a) and (b) of Fig. 7,
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. As shown in the simulated
results, three configurations have shown similar resolutions
FIGURE 9. Reconstructed images of the configuration 3 in Table 1:
(a) simulated and (b) measured.
FIGURE 10. Illustration of the SPA with 8 Tx & 8 Rx and its 64 sampling
points.
of around 7.0 mm, as indicated in TABLE 1. It indicates
that the resolution is improving toward to the array centre
since the phase shift between sampling points is decreasing
while the image quality is deteriorating (here, this means
to increasing contrast) since the illumination from the Tx
elements placed at two ends is becoming weaker. Therefore,
the reconstructed image of configuration 1 has shown the
best resolution and image quality since its target is close to
both the Tx elements and array centre due to its compact
array size. In addition, the resolutions in configuration 2 and
3 deteriorate little since the target is far away from the array
centre and the contrast at right edge of the target is worse
since the illumination from Tx elements becomes weaker.
In contrast, the experimental images have already shown the
consistent resolutions with the simulated results except the
image quality (contrast) in a small part of image of configu-
ration 1 deteriorates little. That is because, in addition to the
difference in illumination power at the centre and two ends of
the target, the sampling by this SPA technique has one central
sampling point missed, as one example of 8 Tx and 8 Rx
illustrated in Fig. 10. This effect has already been indicated
in the simulated image of configuration 1 where the centre
position of the array corresponds to the axis x = 32.5 mm
in the image. Furthermore, it has also been verified by the
simulated and measured results in our study on a 220 GHz
imaging that this issue will become more obvious when the
beam width is relatively narrow to the target distance or ele-
ment spacing [33]. As shown in Fig. 6, the pattern (out of
HPBW) of the horns used in the experiments is already little
bit narrower than the ones in simulation. In addition, the prac-
tical sensitivity of the imaging system is not as ideal as the
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TABLE 2. Comparison between the other research and my work.
FIGURE 11. Reconstructed images of the configuration 1 by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach with (a) 20% (b) 40% experimental data and
the proposed CS approach with (c) 20% (d) 40% experimental data.
simulated one, which is equivalent to further reducing the
beam width. Fortunately, this issue can be solved by reducing
the element spacing, using wider beam-width or increasing
the target distance.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
imaging system, we have made a comparison between our
work and 2 representative SPA work in TABLE 2, in terms
of image resolution δT (theoretical) and δE (experimental).
It is shown that although operating at a sub-millimetre wave
frequency of 340 GHz in [10], [11], the image resolution
is worse than 14 mm at a target distance of 3 m in exper-
iment because of the deployment of fewer expensive Tx
elements (4) and quasi-optical rotating scanning scheme and
a long target distance. The SPA imaging system in the band
of 75∼90 GHz in [13] has shown a brilliant image resolution
of 2.26 mm in the experiment with a target at 0.6 m due to
the utilisation of larger number of cheap Tx/Rx elements(40)
and short target distance. The measured resolution in our
proposed imaging system at W band based on configuration
2 in Table 1 is around 7mm, which is below the stringent limit
(10 mm) for personnel screening [34]. Though the resolution
is lower than that of [13], it is fair to say that our proposed
SPA imaging system has reached a good balance between
image quality and system cost since only half of the Tx/Rx
elements were deployed and the target distance is more than
doubled.
B. EXPERIMENTAL IMAGES USING CS RECONSTRUCTION
Next, we have investigated the CS reconstruction based on
the experimental data of the configurations 1 and 3. This
FIGURE 12. Reconstructed images of the configuration 1 by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach with (a) 60% (b) 80% experimental data and
the proposed CS approach with (c) 60% (d) 80% experimental data.
FIGURE 13. Reconstructed images of the configuration 2 by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach with (a) 20% (b) 40% experimental data and
the proposed CS approach with (c) 20% (d) 40% experimental data.
has been demonstrated in the simulation study that CS can
alleviate the aliasing and also reconstruct image success-
fully with much less data [35]. Therefore, the experimental
images of the configuration 1 reconstructed by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach and the proposed CS approach
with 20%, 40% and 60%, 80% sampling data are shown
in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. Similarly, the experimen-
tal images of the configuration 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 13,
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, Fig. 16, respectively. It is shown that
the traditional holographic/SAR approach is not capable of
reconstructing the target properly when the data randomly
redundancy is large (>20%). On the contrary, the proposed
CS approach is capable of achieving the image reconstruc-
tion even when the data randomly redundancy is as large as
80%. The proposed CS approach is capable of reconstructing
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FIGURE 14. Reconstructed images of the configuration 2 by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach with (a) 60% (b) 80% experimental data and
the proposed CS approach with (c) 60% (d) 80% experimental data.
FIGURE 15. Reconstructed images of the configuration 3 by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach with (a) 20% (b)40% experimental data and
the proposed CS approach with (c) 20% (d) 40% experimental data.
a good quality image with only 40% sampling data, com-
pared to 100% data using the traditional holographic/SAR
approach.
Finally, we have assessed the effect of signal noise on
this CS reconstruction scheme using the simulated data in
configuration 1 with the added Gaussian noise of 3 different
grades of signal to noise ratio (SNR): 5 dB, 10 dB and15 dB,
respectively. The images are constructed based on 80% of the
data chosen randomly and compared in Fig. 17. It is shown
that the obvious speckles will appear when the SNR is lower
than 10 dB, leading to the degradation of the image quality.
When the SNR being increased to 15 dB, the noise almost
has no effect on the constructed image. Therefore, we have
always kept the SNR higher than 15 dB in the Rx channel in
the experiment.
FIGURE 16. Reconstructed images of the configuration 3 by the traditional
holographic/SAR approach with (a) 60% (b)80% experimental data and
the proposed CS approach with (c) 60% (d) 80% experimental data.
FIGURE 17. The reconstructed images by the proposed CS approach with
80% of the simulated data of the configuration 1. (a) No added noise, and
added Gaussian noise in (b) 5 dB SNR, (c) 10 dB SNR and (d) 15 dB SNR.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents our study on the CS imaging scheme
with a combination of mechanical and electronic scanning
achieved by a linear SPA operating at W band. Meanwhile,
a simplified experimental THz imaging systemwith only 1 Tx
and 1 Rx channels has been used successfully in the proof-
of-concept demonstration. Consequently, the experimental
results have shown an excellent consistency with the simu-
lated ones. The CS reconstruction is capable of dramatically
reducing the sampling points while maintaining a good image
quality, leading to a decrease of data acquisition time in the
practical application.
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